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Molecular Imaging: an Example

http://www.medical.siemens.com/siemens/zh_TW/rg_marcom_FBAs/files/brochures/Jan_Grimm_Molecular_Imaging.pdf

• Human or animal models; Imaging with molecular specificity.
FDG: 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose

• Molecular imaging is a convergence of medical imaging and biological 
imaging, especially in developing and applying specific molecular probes.

• Molecular imaging focuses on disease applications.



Overview of Molecular Imaging (I)
• Molecular imaging is considered as a new development of 

radiology. It aims to visualize processes of interest at the cellular 
and molecular level within living subjects, especially humans. 

• Traditionally, medical imaging mainly focuses on morphological, 
anatomical, and/or physiological changes. 

• But it is often too late when these changes become detectable. 

• The main driving force of molecular imaging is the radiology 
community. 

- Early detection
- Direct monitoring of disease progression
- Direct monitoring of treatment outcomes



Overview of Molecular Imaging (II)

• Definition 1: Molecular imaging is the in-vivo
characterization and measurement of biological
processes at the cellular and molecular level.

• Definition 2: Molecular imaging techniques directly or
indirectly monitor and record the spatiotemporal
distribution of molecular or cellular processes for
biochemical, biological, diagnostic, or therapeutic
applications.

R. Weissleder & U. Mahmood, Molecular imaging, Radiology, 219:316-333, 2001.

ML Thakur, BC Lentle, SNM; Radiological Society of North America (RSNA). Joint 
SNM/RSNA Molecular Imaging Summit Statement. J. Nucl. Med 46:11N–13N, 2005.



Overview of Molecular Imaging (III)
• Basic elements of molecular imaging

- Molecular probes: high-sensitivity, high-specificity.

- Signal amplification strategy.

Example 1) DNA mRNA  Protein

Example 2) By accumulation

- Signal collection strategy modality selection.



Overview of Molecular Imaging (IV)
• Molecular imaging modalities

- PET, SPECT, CT, MRI, Ultrasound, Optical Imaging
- These modalities are often used in combination with specific  

molecular tracers. 

• Applications
- Cancer
- Cardiovascular diseases
- Neurological disease

• Research in molecular imaging became well publicized in 
the late 1990s.

• Most of the molecular imaging programs in the US are 
established after 2005. H. J. Otero et al, Molecular imaging programs in the US, 

Academic Radiology, vol. 14, pp. 125-131, 2007.
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Overview of Different Imaging Modalities (I)

R. Weissleder, MJ Pittet, Imaging in the era of molecular oncology, Nature. 2008 Apr 3;452(7187):580-9.



Overview of Different Imaging Modalities (II)

R. Weissleder, MJ Pittet, Imaging in the era of molecular oncology, Nature. 2008 Apr 3;452(7187):580-9.



Overview of Different Imaging Modalities (III)
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Wang et al, Molecular imaging: a primer for interventionists and imagers, J. Vasc. Interv. Radiol. 2006, 17:1405-1423. 



Penetration Depth of Fluorescence Imaging Techniques

• Widefield fluorescence microscopy (epifluorescence)
- Several hundred nanometers to a few microns

• Confocal fluorescence microscopy
- Several hundred nanometers to tens of microns

• Multi-photon microscopy
- Up to a few hundred microns

• In most cases these techniques are not applicable to 
imaging deep into tissues and organs.



Photon Energy
• Energy of a photon: Planck's 

law

• Shorter waves have higher 
energy.

cE hv h


 

h: Planck's constant; 6.62610-34J·s
v: frequency of light; 
: wavelength of light
c: speed of light

energy of a photon = 
3.973 10-19J at 500nm



Positron Emission Tomography (PET) (I)

• A 3D/4D nuclear medicine imaging modality that detects positron 
emissions from short-lived radioactive tracer molecules (e.g. 
isotopes such as 18F, 11C, 13N, 15O, 124I).

• Injection into blood circulation is often used to incorporate tracer 
molecules. 

• PET has low spatial-temporal resolution and is therefore usually 
combined with CT.  

West CM, Jones T, Price P The potential of positron-emission tomography to 
study anticancer-drug resistance. Nat Rev Cancer. 2004 Jun;4(6):457-69.
,



Positron Emission Tomography (PET) (II)

• A positron has the same mass as 
an electron but the opposite 
charge. 

• Positron-electron annihilation 
generates a pair of Gamma-ray 
photons.

• Hundreds of imaging probes 
available.  

• Probe molecules are located 
through “true” events whereas 
“random” and “scatter” events 
generate background noise. C.S. Levin, Primer on molecular imaging technology, 

Eur J Nucl Med Mol Imaging (2005) 32:S325–S345



Positron Emission Tomography (PET) (III)

• Short-lived radioactive tracers must be freshly prepared 
using cyclotron.

- Carbon-11: ~ 20 minutes
- Fluorine-18: ~110 minutes

• Any compound that can be conjugated with the tracers 
can be imaging using PET. 

• Resolution: typically on the scale of a few millimeters



Single Photon Emission Computed 
Tomography (SPECT)

• Similar to PET in the using of gamma rays.

• Comparison with PET.
- SPECT tracers directly generate gamma rays
- PET requires positron

• Resolution: slightly lower than PET; at 
millimeter level.

• Substantially lower cost in comparison to 
PET because SPECT uses cheaper 
isotopes. 

SPECT from Siemens

C.S. Levin, Primer on molecular 
imaging technology, Eur J Nucl Med 
Mol Imaging (2005) 32:S325–S345



PET vs SPECT

• Sensitivity
- PET generally has substantially higher sensitivity. 

• Imaging duration
- SPECT can provide much longer imaging window due to the 

longer half-life of tracers.

• Temporal resolution
- PET has intrinsic advantages

• Cost
- SPECT has substantially lower cost.  

A. Rahmim & H. Zaidi, PET versus 
SPECT: strengths, limitations and 
challenges, Nuclear Medicine, 29:193-
207, 2008. 
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Applications (I): Cancer Detection in Mouse Models

R. Weissleder, Scaling down imaging: molecular mapping of 
cancer in mice, Nature Review Cancer. 2002 2: 1-8.



Applications (II): Cancer Detection in Human

R. Weissleder, Molecular imaging in Cancer, Science. 2006 312:1168-1171.



Applications (III): Therapy Response Monitoring

R. Weissleder, Molecular imaging in Cancer, Science. 2006 312:1168-1171.



Application (IV): Drug Development

R. Weissleder, Molecular imaging in drug discovery & development, Nature Review Drug Discovery. 2003 2: 123-131.
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Discussion & Future Directions

• Molecular imaging is the integration of specific molecular 
tagging with medical imaging modalities. 

• It represents the future of medical imaging.

• A critical challenge is the development of specific molecular 
tags.

• Computational image analysis plays essential roles in many 
aspects of molecular imaging.  
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Image Alignment Demo #1

Yang et al, Journal of Cell Biology, 182:631-639, 2008. 
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Image Alignment Demo #2

Wilson et al, Nature, 465:373-377, 2010. 
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Questions?


